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Problem

Over the past few years various sources have released a flood of accessible data 
pertaining to the composition and associations of members of the United States 
Congress.  However, there has been no effort to aggregate and present this data in a 
format that holds true to both journalistic principles and the principles of 
computational information design.  I hope to demonstrate that the similarity between 
these principles and in doing so, contribute to the growing field of data journalism.

Abstract

Releasing raw data does not necessarily lead to more government transparency and a 
more knowledgeable electorate.   The increased accessibility of raw data through 
government websites such as data.gov and non-profit organizations such as The 
Sunlight Foundation and GovTrack.us is not enough.  This data must also be made 
accessible to the public by harnessing proper information design techniques to 
organize this data in a format that presents the data in a clear and unbiased manner. 
The Clear Congress Project will attempt to accomplish this goal on the most data-rich 
branch of the US government:  Congress.  In order to demonstrate the usefulness of 
this information in a specific context, I have decided to focus on one issue, the estate 
tax.  

In 2010, for the first time since 1916, the estate tax was eliminated.  However, due to 
a sunset clause within the Bush tax cut bill,  the estate tax will be reimplemented 
next year,  barring any change in legislation.  This series of changes have brought 
attention to the estate tax issue,  but special interests have cluttered debate with 
misinformation,  and the main stream media has done a poor job of presenting the 
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facts to the public.  I believe that a visualization is the most effective method for 
presenting information on this topic,  as it is data rich story with economic and 
historical dimensions.

If presented effectively,  this project will provide a framework that can inform the 
development of future visualizations of public policy decisions or other news stories 
with strong connections to the US Congress.  The  visualization will aggregate data 
made available by the Sunlight Foundation and other non-profits or research institutes 
and will allow the user to organize and examine this data through a series of filters, 
sorting mechanisms and data layers.   The visualization will also include as much 
historical data as possible,  allowing the user to observe the changing profile of this 
issue over time.  The accompanying documentation will examine the design process 
and explain how the visualization demonstrates the importance of user-centered 
design in creating a more open and transparent government.   I also hope to 
demonstrate that in a visualization of this sort,  the principles of journalism and 
computational information design are intertwined and function in parallel, since they 
share the same goal of reducing the cognitive load of the user/reader as they sift 
through information to find meaning.

Review of Existing Material

Visualized Data Aggregated 
Data

Congressional 
Biographical / 
Voting Record 

Data

Financial 
Contribution / 
Interest Group 

Data

GovTrack.us X X

VoteSmart.org X X X

THOMAS X

They Rule X

Influence 
Explorer X (partial) X X X

Clear Congress 
Project X X X X

While there are a number of sources that allow users to examine information on 
members of Congress,  none of these sources will aggregate data or operate on the 
scale of The Clear Congress Project.  For example, websites such as GovTrack.us and 
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VoteSmart.org allows the user to find an individual representative and explore a 
wealth of information about that representative.   However,  none of this data is 
presented within the wider context of the totality of the entire Congress.  Official 
government websites,  such as the Library of Congress’  THOMAS website 
(thomas.loc.gov)  present all of the data in a purely textual format.  Even though a 
wealth of data is readily available, it remains locked within lifeless pages of lists and 
tables, requiring the user to dig, scroll, and browse through a number of webpages to 
find the data they seek.  The Influence Explorer (a Sunlight Foundation project) and 
the website followthemoney.org makes some attempts at visualizing data on the 
financial contributions to members of Congress.   They provides basic linear graphs 
and pie charts on a select data sets, but, once again, the user must navigate through 
a series of pages to find this data and each visualization is separated from other data 
sets, resulting in a loss of context.  The visualization They Rule (theyrule.net) maps 
out the connection between corporations and other institutions through the people 
that control them.  While this does not pertain solely to the domain of government, it 
touches on the same issues of transparency and usability which I will be examining, 
and can be used as a source of inspiration.  

Description

The Clear Congress Project’s centerpiece is an extensive data visualization.  Each 
member of congress will be represented, along with their position on the estate tax 
issue and their connections to lobbying firms and special interest groups that support 
or oppose the estate tax.  Furthermore, the members of these lobbying and special 
interests groups connected to this issue will also be visualized, effectively drawing a 
network between the members of congress, their constituency, the special interests, 
and the backers of these special interests and lobbying groups.  Using various filters 
and sorting techniques,  the user will be able to explore the connections between 
representatives,  these various lobbying or interest groups,  and their constituency, 
revealing connections that would otherwise be obfuscated in a standard news story or 
in raw data.  

The visualization will include as much historical data as possible, allowing the user to 
view the how this network has changed over time.  The user will also be able to watch 
the transformation of this network through time by activating a feature that enables 
the visualization to “play” through the historical data,  presenting the changes after 
each elections cycle in fluid succession.  Users will also have the ability to explore any 
representative more extensively by clicking on an individuals icon which will bring up 
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a “notecard”  with statistics and links to further information,  such as contact 
information or recent news stories pertaining to that individual.  Users will also be 
able to highlight their specific representatives through a zip-code look-up system. 
The visualization will also include information about the estate tax itself, such as the 
amount of revenue it generates and the number of people it affects.   The 
visualization will either be developed in JavaScript,  HTML5,  or Flash,  and the data 
will either be in static databases accessed using SQL, accessed through various APIs, 
or a combination of the two.

Contribution to the Field

The Clear Congress Project:  The Estate Tax will contribute to the fields of 
computational information design,  interaction design,  data visualization,  and data 
journalism by providing a framework that can inform the development of future 
visualizations of public policy debates or other news stories that are strongly tied to 
the US Congress and its surrounding institutions.

Schedule and Deliverables

I will provide a blog through which my progress can be viewed at any time (address to 
be provided shortly).  My deliverables and any other relevant news stories or thoughts 
I have will be posted there.  I plan on following a linear development cycle, divided 
into four stages: requirements, design, development, and testing.  

Requirements (Sept - Oct)
In this stage, I will focus on research.  I plan on determining my data sources, 
deciding a technical format, examining references and writing my proposal.
Sep 20 - Proposal, 1st Draft
Oct 4 - Proposal, Final Draft
Oct 11 - Examination and Criticism of Currently Existing and Similar Visualizations
Oct 25 - Final Decision on Data Sources and Technical Format

Design (Nov - Dec)
Nov 8 - 10 Design Sketches of Possible Forms
Nov 22 - Top 3 Design Sketches Explored and Iterated 
Dec 6 - Final Design Chosen and Storyboarded
Dec 20 - First Interactive Prototype
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Development (Jan - Feb)
Jan 10 - Data Format and Organization Finalized
Jan 24 - Expanded Interactive Prototype / Finish Hooking in Data Sources / Version 

0.25 Complete
Feb 7 - Reevaluate Progress / Finalize Features and Cut or Expand Data Sources 
Feb 21 - Rough Draft Design Documentation / Version 0.5 Complete

Testing (Mar - Apr)
Mar 7 - Gather Feedback / Iterate
Mar 11 - Submit Draft of Project Design Document and Project Preview
Mar 21 - Usability Test / Iterate / Version 0.75 Complete
Apr 4 - Prepare Defense / Version 0.90 Complete
Apr 11 - Public Project Defense
Apr 18 - Final Draft of Project Design Document / Version 1.0 Complete
Apr 18-29 Final Edits and Quality Assurance Testing
Apr 29 - Final Submission
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